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Texcar’s long activity, operational since 1972, guarantees 
great experience in all phases of the production of every type 
of fabric.
Over the years the company has distinguished itself by 
offering the supply of carpets, linen fabrics, furnishing fabrics  
and technical fabrics.
It is precisely in this last sector that careful research and 
experimentation was conducted, driven by customer requests, 
who identified Texcar as a company capable of innovating.

To respond to requests for very particular mechanical 
characteristics, containing costs and delivering on time,  
the organization of work and the technological evolution  
of the systems are of fundamental importance.
Texcar has finalized significant investments in new production 
lines, configured so as to be able to carry out special processes 
with precision.

                                                      Evolution

From “simple fabric” 
to technical fabric
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              Technology

Modern facilities

The loom rooms have been completely updated in recent times, 
with modern systems capable of supporting the necessary 
production rates.

New production lines have been inserted in the raising and 
finishing departments, capable of carrying out those processes 
which, when suitably calibrated to measure, offer the fabrics 
ever-changing and exclusive characteristics.

From warping to finishing, numerous control activities have 
been included to monitor all production phases and guarantee 
a semi-finished product that meets the requests.
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SPECIAL PROCESSING
COATING
COAGULATION
THERMO-ADHESIVE SUPPORT FABRICS
WATER-REPELLENT
RAISING
PACKAGING
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               Innovation

Create solutions

When customers realized that Texcar’s expertise could make 
 a difference to their production, the research and development 
department was increasingly busy finding solutions for fabrics 
that, until now, simply did not exist.

The innovative solutions that we offer every day satisfy 
very high technical/mechanical performances; responding  
to this challenge we have developed an exclusive ability  
in the creation of support fabrics, tailor-made for the most 
varied applications.
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HIGH ADDED VALUE
for our fabrics

For every need 
we study tailor-made solutions
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The creation of innovative technical support fabrics implies 
the ability to manage numerous technical characteristics 
that must find a balance based on the performance demands  
and type of use of the fabric.
Our commitment consists in dedicating ourselves completely 
to finding the solution for every specific need, designing  
that fabric which, when inserted into our customer’s final 
product, will allow exclusive characteristics to be obtained.

                         Characteristics

We put our soul into it

Mechanical 
sealing tests 
verify  
the breaking 
load,  
the percentage 
elongation,  
the tear point  
of the single 
thread

Dimensional 
stability tests 
are carried out 
based  
on the 
requested 
specifications

Depending on 
the rigidity/
softness 
required, 
sampling is 
carried out 
to define the 
type of raising 
that defines 
the thickness 
and resistance 
of the semi-
finished 
product

The finishing 
processes 
are calibrated 
to satisfy 
the stability 
of the color 
depending  
on the supports 
and processes
to be carried out
on our supply

The support 
fabrics  
can be supplied 
with  
water-repellent 
treatments
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For particular 
uses  
we can provide 
permanent  
and  
non-permanent 
fireproof 
product 
certificate
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                              Control

Quality ensured

The application of technical fabrics in the most disparate 
contexts requires perfect compliance of the product  
with the required characteristics, which is why our Research 
and Development department is always busy developing  
new production processes.
To protect quality, numerous control phases have been 
included, both on the raw materials acquired and on internal 
processes. We foresee checks from the first meter of raw 
fabric produced, as well as in all the following phases: weaving, 
raising and finishing are subject to numerous in-line checks,  
up to the strict verification before delivery, with the compilation 
of the test report.

The company adopts adequate social policies in its relations 
with employees and has configured the production structure 
with a view to respecting the environment.
The photovoltaic system allows the production of 600 kw/h  
for the energy needs of the systems and a significant 
investment has allowed the creation of an effective system 
for the abatement of fumes in the finishing phase.

The Global Recycled Standard environmental declaration 
guarantees the responsible and sustainable development  
of Texcar, which reduces the consumption of resources  
(raw materials, water and energy) by adapting manufacturing 
processes to established standards, with the use of recycled 
materials.

                              Sustainability

Environmental impactCertified by ICEA
ICEA-TX-882

Certified by ICEA
ICEA-TX-882
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Complies with regulations
Environment and Quality

Compliant certifications
to the planned tests

by the provisions of the 
Ministry of the Interior

AREAS OF APPLICATION
FURNITURE
LEATHERWEAR
CLOTHING
TEXTILE HOME

AUTOMOTIVE
PACKAGING BAGS
PAINTING CANVASES
EXPO, EVENT & SHOW
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
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We were born in a valley in the Alps, within a reality that,  
over the decades, has developed one of the most advanced 
know-hows in the textile sector.
We grew up with the loom at home, like many of our families 
in the post-war period, those looms which were then grouped 
into factories, growing companies with the stimulus of mutual 
competition, spurred by competitiveness to attack increasingly 
international markets.
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Texcar srl
via Martinelli, 28/30 

24026 Leffe BG • Italy
Ph. +39 035 732732
Fax +39 035 732737
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